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By providing many free
medical supplies
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Collecting bedding,
kitchen and baby
supplies to give to
those in need
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Offering “Closet Cash”
so people may shop in
our store for free
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If you or someone you know needs help, you can….
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Send an email to scsoulmanager@gmail.com with your request.
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Call us during our open hours at (309) 929-7095.
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Shopping
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We have clothes, kitchen
supplies, furniture, décor,
toys, books and much more
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Donating

Volunteering



Volunteering

We have a variety of
volunteer opportunities
and are always welcoming
more people to our team!
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If you are interested in
helping out please call us,
stop by the store, or email
schomeandbodymanager@gmail.com
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Donating

We accept donations during our open hours! Come to the back of the
building through door #5 (in the alley)
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Find us on Facebook! @TremontCommunityShareCloset
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